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In this article we will study what we call weighted counting functions on hyper-
bolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume. If M is compact, then we define the
weighted counting function for w0 to be
NM, w(T )= :
*nT
(T&*n)w,
where [*n] is the set of eigenvalues of the Laplacian which acts on the space of
smooth functions on M. If M is non-compact, then we define the weighted counting
function NM, w(T ) via the inverse Laplace transform from which one can express the
weighted counting function in terms of spectral data associated to M (see Proposi-
tion 5.1 and Remark 5.2). Using the convergence results from [JL2] concerning the
regularized heat trace on finite volume hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, we shall prove
the following results.
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Theorem. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact or non-compact
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to the non-compact
hyperbolic surface M0 . Let Sl denote the set of lengths of pinching geodesics on the
family of surfaces Ml . For w0 and T14, let
Gl, w(T)=
21(w+1)
(16?)12
:

n=1
:
lk # Sl
lk
sinh(nlk2) \T&14(nlk2)2+
(w+12)2
Jw+12(nlk - (T&14)),
where Js(x) is the J-Bessel function and 1(x) is the standard gamma function. For
0T<14, define Gl, w(T ) to be zero. Then:
(a) For w>32 and T>0, we have
NMl , w(T )=Gl, w(T )+NM0 , w(T )+o(1) as l  0;
(b) For w0 and T>0, we have
NMl , w(T )=Gl, w(T )+o \ :lk # Sl log(1lk)+ as l  0;
(c) For w0 and T14, we have
Gl, w(T )=
21(w+1)(T&14)w+12
(4?)12 1(w+32)
:
lk # Sl
log(1lk)+O(1) as l  0.
Observe that by taking T<14, part (a) proves convergence of certain symmetric
functions of the small eigenvalues, thus we prove the main result from [CC]. We
discuss a method to improve the error terms in asymptotic expansion of counting
functions for 0w32; see Remark 2.2 and Remark 3.6 for further discussion of
the organization of this article.  1997 Academic Press
1. REGULARIZED HEAT TRACES
Let M be a connected hyperbolic Riemann surface of finite volume,
either compact or non-compact, finite or infinite volume. For now, let us
assume that M is connected, so then M can be realized as the quotient
manifold 1"h, where h is the hyperbolic plane and 1 is a discrete group of
isometries of h. Let Kh (t, x~ , y~ ) be the heat kernel on h. We shall assume
known that the hyperbolic heat kernel on h is a function of t>0 and of the
hyperbolic distance of x~ to y~ , so
Kh (t, x~ , y~ )=K h (t, d h (x~ , y~ )).
Quoting from p. 246 of [Ch], we have, for \0
Kh (t, \)=
- 2 e&t4
(4?t)32 |

\
ue&u24t du
[cosh u&cosh \]12
and also
Kh (t, 0)=
1
2? |

0
e&(14+r2) t tanh (?r) r dr.
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The heat kernel KM(t, x, y) on M can be written as a periodization of the
heat kernel on the universal cover h, meaning
KM(t, x, y)= :
# # 1
Kh (t, x~ , #y~ ),
where x~ and y~ are any points in h which project via 1 to the points x and
y in M. In particular, we note that the above periodization allows one to
make sense of a hyperbolic heat kernel on any connected hyperbolic
Riemann surface of finite or infinite volume. In particular, we will consider
infinite volume hyperbolic cylinders, by which we mean the surfaces of the
form C#=(#)"h where # # PSL(2, R) is any hyperbolic or parabolic ele-
ment (i.e., where |Tr(#)|>2 or |Tr(#)|=2, respectively) and (#) is the
infinite cyclic group generated by #.
To continue, let us again assume that M=1"h is a connected, finite
volume hyperbolic Riemann surface. Let H(1 ) denote a set of repre-
sentatives of 1-inconjugate primitive hyperbolic classes of 1 (meaning
classes for which |Tr(#)|>2 for any representative # of the class), and let
P(1 ) denote a set of representatives of 1-inconjugate, non-identity,
primitive parabolic classes of 1 (meaning classes for which |Tr(#)|=2 for
any representive # of the class). If M is compact, then P(1 ) is empty. Let
1# denote the centralizer of # in 1. Recall that the length l(#) of the
geodesic in the homotopy class determined by # # 1 satisfies the relation
Tr(l(#))=2 sinh(l(#)2). Now, we can use elementary group theory, as in
the derivation of the Selberg trace formula, to write
KM(t, x, y)=K h (t, x~ , y~ )+ :

n=1
:
# # P(1 )
:
} # 11#
Kh (t, x~ , }&1#n}y~ )
+ :

n=1
:
# # H(1)
:
} # 11#
K h (t, x~ , }&1#n}y~ )
(see [He1], [M], or [S1]). The following theorem defines what we call
the hyperbolic heat trace associated to M.
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a connected, hyperbolic Riemann surface of
finite volume with p cusps. Let H(1 ) be a set of representatives of incon-
jugate primitive hyperbolic classes of a uniformizing group 1 of M.
(a) For each t>0, the sum
HKM(t, x)= :

n=1
:
# # H(1 )
:
} # 11#
Kh (t, x~ , }&1#n}x~ )
is a well-defined function on M.
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(b) Let (#) be the cyclic group generated a representative of # # 1 of
a class in H(1 ), and let C#=(#)"[h]. Then
HTr KM(t)=|
M
HKM(t, x) d+(x)
= 12 :
# # H(1 )
|
C#
[KC#(t, x, x)&K h(t, 0)] d+(x).
(c) Let l(#) be the length of the geodesic in the homotopy class [#]
determined by # # 1. Then
HTr KM(t)=
e&t4
(16?t)12
:

n=1
:
# # H(1)
l(#)
sinh(nl(#)2)
e&(nl(#))24t.
Outline of proof. All aspects of Theorem 1.1 follow from work of
Selberg [S1] and calculations in McKean [M] and Hejhal [He1]. Since
a detailed discussion is given in [JL1], we simply shall outline the main
points. Part (a) follows formal group consideration together with elemen-
tary growth considerations for the heat kernel on h and for the counting
function of geodesics on M (see, in particular, Lemma 1.4 of [JL2]). Part
(b) follows from unfolding of the integral and integrand, with the factor of
12 appearing since the fundamental group of C# is isomorphic to Z
whereas the corresponding sum in (a) involves only Z+ (see also p. 233 of
[M]). Finally, part (c) follows from the calculations given on p. 234 of
[M]. K
Definition 1.2. Define the regularized heat trace associated to M by
STr KM(t)=HTr KM(t)+vol(M) Kh(t, 0).
If M is a hyperbolic Riemann surface of finite volume but not connected,
let M1 , ..., Mn be the connected components, and define
HTr KM(t)= :
n
j=1
HTr KMj (t) and STr KM(t)= :
n
j=1
STr KMj (t).
Observe that if M is compact, then the regularized trace of the heat
kernel is simply the trace of the heat kernel.
In [JL3] and [JL4] we gave a construction of a degenerating family Ml
of either compact or non-compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite
volume. The reader is referred to these articles for complete details, which
will be assumed here. Given a r-tuple l=(l1 , l2 , ..., lr) of positive real
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numbers, we say that l  0 if the sup norm |l | of l approaches zero.
Although each Ml is connected when l>0, the limit surface M0 need not
be connected, and the number of cusps on M0 is equal to the number of
cusps on Ml plus 2r. On a non-connected surface M, if x and y lie on dif-
ferent components, KM(t, x, y) is defined to be zero for all values of t.
Proposition 1.3. Let Ml=1l"h denote a degenerating family of com-
pact or non-compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which con-
verges to the non-compact hyperbolic surface M0 . Let DH(1l) be the subset
of H(1l) such that the corresponding geodesic # has length l(#) which is
approaching zero. If we define the degenerating heat trace as the integral
DTr KMl (t)=
1
2 :
# # DH(1l )
| Cl(#) [KCl(#)(x, x, t)&Kh(0, t)] d+(x),
then for any t>0 we have the equality
DTr KMl (t)=
e&t4
(16?t)12
:

n=1
:
# # DH(1l)
l(#)
sinh(nl(#)2)
e&(nl(#))24t.
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 1.1(c). K
Remark 1.4. Observe that for every primitive, unoriented geodesic on
Ml with length going to zero, there are two classes in H(1l), and the two
classes have opposite orientation. Therefore, if we index the sum in
Theorem 1.1 by lengths of geodesics rather than elements of H(1l), the fac-
tor of 12 would be eliminated. For another manifestation of this fact, see
p. 104, both the footnote and line (8.6) of [He1].
The main result of [JL2] is the following convergence theorem.
Theorem 1.5. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact or non-
compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to the
non-compact hyperbolic surface M0 . Let HTr KMl (t) and DTr KMl (t) be the
hyperbolic and degenerating heat traces associated to Ml .
(a) (Pointwise) For fixed t+is with t>0, we have
lim
l  0
[STr KMl (t+is)&DTr KMl (t+is)]=STr KM0(t+is).
(b) (Uniformity) For fixed t>0, there is an absolute constant C such
that for all s # R the bound
|STr KMl (t+is)&DTr KMl (t+is)|C(1+|s|
32)
is uniform in l.
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As an immediate application of Theorem 1.5, we have the following
bounds.
Theorem 1.6. For any fixed non-compact, finite volume hyperbolic
Riemann surface M and fixed t>0, there is a constant C=C(M) such that
|STr KM(t+is)|C(1+|s| )32.
Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact or non-compact hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to the non-compact hyper-
bolic surface M0 . Then for any fixed l, there is a constant C=C(l ) such that
|DTr KMl (t+is)|C(l )(1+|s| )
32.
Proof. Line (4.2) in [JL2] states the bound
|HTr KM(t+is)|C(1+|s| )32,
from which the first assertion follows since, |Kh(z, 0)|Kh(t, 0). The
second assertion follows from the first and Theorem 1.5(b). K
Remark 1.7. Given the estimate in Theorem 1.5, the weighted counting
functions can be defined directly via the inverse Laplace transform. Part (a)
of the Theorem stated in the Abstract follows directly from Theorem 1.5,
computations involving the inverse Laplace transform and J-Bessel function,
and dominated convergence theorems; Part (b) follows from a differencing
argument such as one finds in analytic number theory; and Part (c) follows
from estimates involving the J-Bessel function. Details of these calculations
form the content of this article.
Remark 1.8. Various improvements of Theorem 1.6 exist in some
settings, such as when l, t, and M are kept fixed. However, for our pur-
poses, we only need the results as stated in Theorem 1.6.
2. ASYMPTOTICS OF SPECTRAL MEASURES
For any function f (t) on R+, we formally define the Laplace transform
L( f ) and cumulative distribution function F to be
L( f )(z)=|

0
e&ztf (t) dt and F(t)=|
t
0
f (u) du.
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The Laplace transform L( f ) of f exists if, for example, f (t) is a piecewise
continuous, real-valued function for 0t< and there exists and M and
c such that | f (t)|Mect. Then L( f )(z) will exist for all complex z in a
half-plane Re(z)>a0 . Recall that the inverse Laplace transform L&1 is
f (u)=
1
2?i |
a+
a&i
ezuL( f )(z) dz and F(u)=
1
2?i |
a+
a&i
ezuL( f )(z)
dz
z
.
The inversion formula holds for any a>a0 .
We shall assume that f is such that the Laplace transform L( f ) of f
exists, and the inversion formula holds. In addition, we shall make the
following basic assumption.
Assumption. There is a constant a>0 such that
|
a+i
a&i
(1+|Im(z)|32) |L( f )(z)|
|dz|
|z|
<.
As a direct application of Theorem 1.5, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact or non-
-compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to
the non-compact hyperbolic surface M0 . Let f be any function satisfying the
stated assumption. Let
NMl , S( f )(T)=
1
2?i |
a+i
a&i
L( f )(z) STr KMl (z) e
zT dz
z
and
NMl , D( f )(T )=
1
2?i |
a+i
a&i
L( f )(z) DTr KMl (z) e
zT dz
z
.
Then
lim
l  0
[NMl , S( f )(T)&NMl , D( f )(T )]=NM0 , S( f )(T ).
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 1.5 and the dominated con-
vergence theorem. K
Remark 2.2. Given Theorem 2.1, the remainder of the paper is struc-
tured as follows. In Section 3 we consider a particular family of test func-
tions which appear naturally in analytic number theory and spectral
theory, specifically in the study of lattice point problems. The associated
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family of functions defined in Theorem 2.1 will be called the weighted
counting functions, which depend on a parameter w0. For such func-
tions, we can explicitly compute the asymptotics of the degenerating term
NMl , D( f )(T) for fixed T and all w>32. In Section 4 we study the setting
of degenerating compact Riemann surfaces and w<32; the analogous
noncompact results are obtained in Section 5. The weighted counting func-
tions are defined via the inverse Laplace transform in Section 3, and then
related to the spectral data of the underlying surface in Lemma 4.2 and
Remark 5.2.
3. COUNTING FUNCTIONS FOR w>32
When considering Theorem 2.1, there is particular interest in the family
of functions fw(t)=(w+1) tw, hence
L( fw)(z)=
1(w+2)
zw+1
and Fw(t)=tw+1.
Let
NM, w+1(T )=NM, S((w+1) tw)(T )=
1
2?i |
a+i
a&i
1(w+2)
zw+1
STr KM(z) ezT
dz
z
.
We shall call NM, w(T ) the wth counting function of the spectrum of the
surface M. By Theorem 1.6, the weighted counting function is defined for
w>32. If M is compact, then by Lemma 4.2 below, we can show
NM, w(T )= :
*nT
(T&*n)w.
For an analogous expression in the non-compact case, see Proposition 5.1
and Remark 5.2.
Directly from Theorem 2.1 above, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact or non-
compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to the
non-compact hyperbolic surface M0 . For any w>32, let
Gl, w(T )=NMl , D(wt
w&1)(T)=
1
2?i |
a+i
a&i
1(w+1) DTr KM(z)
zw
ezT
dz
z
.
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Then for T>0 we have
lim
l  0
[NMl , w(T )&GL, w(T )]=NM0 , w(T ).
Let us now evaluate the asymptotic behavior of the function Gl, w(T) for
fixed T and w0.
Theorem 3.2. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact or non-
compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume. For any #k # DH(1l),
let lk denote the length of the corresponding geodesic.
(a) For any w>32 and T14, we have
Gl, w(T )=
1(w+1)
(16?)12
:

n=1
:
DH(1l )
lk
sinh(nlk2)
_\T&14(nlk 2)2+
(w+12)2
Jw+12(nlk - (T&14)),
where Js(x) is the J-Bessel function; if T<14, then Gl, w(T)=0. Therefore,
Gl, w(T) extends to all w0.
(b) Let Sl denote the set of lengths of pinching geodesics on the family
of surfaces Ml . Then for fixed w0 and T14, we have
Gl, w(T )=
1(w+1)(T&14)w+12
(4?)12 1(w+32)
:
DH(1l)
log(1lk)+O(1)
=
21(w+1)(T&14)w+12
(4?)12 1(w+32)
:
Sl
log(1lk)+O(1) as l  0.
Proof. To begin, we need two formulae involving the inverse Laplace
transform, namely
L&1[L( f )(s) e&bs](t)={ f (t&b)0
bt<
0t<b
and, for +>0,
L&1[s&+e&ks](t)=\ tk+
(+&1)2
J+&1(2 - (kt)),
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where J+ is the J-Bessel function. There are a number of references for these
formulae, one of which is [CRC], line 12 on p. 465 and line 80 on p. 470.
Note that the collapse of the J-Bessel function, namely
J&12(x)=\ 2?x+ cos(x)
allows for further simplification when + is a half-integer, such as stated in
the introduction of [JL2]. In any event, these formulae give the equation
Gl, w(T)
=
1(w+1)
(16?)12
:

n=1
:
DH(1l )
lk
sinh(nlk2) \
T&14
(nlk2)2+
(w+12)2
Jw+12(nlk - (T&14))
for T14 and Gl, w(T )=0 for T<14, as asserted. From this expression,
one immediately obtains the continuation of Gl, w(T) to any w0.
In order to estimate Gl, w(T ), let us first consider, for each geodesic
#k # DH(1l) with length lk , the sum
1(w+1)
(16?)12
:
n2lk
lk
sinh(nlk2) \
T&14
(nlk2)2+
(w+12)2
Jw+12(nlk - (T&14)).
Since n2lk and w0, we can bound this sum from above by
CT :
n2l
lk
sinh(nlk2)
|Jw+12(nlk - (T&14))|,
for some constant CT which is independent of lk . Now let us use the
inequality sinh(x)ex4 for x1 and the asymptotic formula
Jp(x)t\ 2?x+ cos(x&?4& p?2),
which we quote from [Wa]. Therefore, Jp(x)Cx&12C for x1, and
the above sum is bounded in absolute value by
C$T :
m2lk
lk e&mlk 2C$T :

m=0
lke&mlk 2=
C$Tlk
1&elk 2
,
which is bounded independent of lk .
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It remains to estimate, for each #k # DH(1l), the first terms in the series,
namely
1(w+1)
(16?)12
:
n2lk
lk
sinh(nlk2) \
T&14
(nlk2)2+
(w+12)2
Jw+12(nlk - (T&14)).
For this, we need the estimates
1
sinh x
=
1
x
+O(x) and Jp(x)=
x p
1( p+1) 2 p
+O(x p+2) as x  0.
Putting these estimates together, we have
Gl, w(T)
=
1(w+1)(T&14)w+12
(16?)12 1(w+32)
:
DH(1l)
:
0n2lk
\2n+O(nl 2k)+ (1+O((nlk)2))+O(1)
=
1(w+1)(T&14)w+12
(4?)12 1(w+32)
:
DH(1l)
log(1lk)+O(1).
Together with Remark 1.4, the above calculations complete the proof of the
theorem. K
One very interesting aspect of Theorem 3.2 is that Gl, w(T ) is zero for
T<14. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 admits the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact or
non-compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges
to the non-compact hyperbolic surface M0 . For any T<14 and w>32, we
have
lim
l  0
NMl , w(T )=NM0 , w(T ).
Remark 3.4. From Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 5.1 below, one can
write, for any T<14,
NM, w(T )= :
*nT
(T&*n)w,
which means that Corollary 3.3 asserts convergence of certain symmetric
functions of the small eigenvalues, which are eigenvalues less than 14. This
result has been studied elsewhere, namely [CC] and [He1].
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Remark 3.5. Let us define the function
cw(T )=
1(w+1)(T&14)w+12
(4?)12 1(w+32)
.
Using the identity s1(s)=1(s+1), we have
d
dT
cw+1(T )=(w+1) cw(T ).
Observe that for w0, the function cw(T ) is monotone increasing in T.
These observations will be important in the following section. Finally, note
that by an easy calculation we have
c0(T )=
(T&14)12
?
.
Observe that for each pinching geodesic on the family of surfaces Ml , there
are two elements of DH(1l), one for each orientation of the geodesics. After
a change of variable, we then see that the lead term of Gl, 0(T ) agrees with
the lead term of Theorem 9.5 of [He1]. Therefore, after we extend
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 to all w0, we then have a new proof of
the lead term of Theorem 9.5 of [He1].
Remark 3.6. Expressions which relate the counting functions NM, w(T )
to spectral data associated to M are given in Lemma 4.2 in the case M is
compact and in Remark 5.2 in the case M is non-compact.
4. COUNTING FUNCTIONS FOR 0w32: COMPACT CASE
In the previous section, we obtained asymptotic behavior of the weighted
counting functions for w>32. In this section, we consider weighted
counted functions for 0w32. To begin, we need to improve the
bounds given in Theorem 1.6, which is accomplished by using the spectral
interpretation of the regularized heat trace as given to us from the Selberg
trace formula. From p. 44 of [He2], we have the following result.
Proposition 4.1. If M is a compact surface, then the regularized heat
trace has the spectral realization
STr KM(t)=:
*n
e&*nt.
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From Proposition 4.1, we have that the inverse Laplace transform which
defines the weighted counting function converges for all w>0. Since
d
dT
NM, w+1(T )=(w+1) NM, w(T)
for any w>0, we define NM, 0(T ) via this differential equation. It is an
elementary exercise to show
NM, 0(T)= :
*nT
1,
where all eigenvalues are counted with multiplicities.
Lemma 4.2. For any function f satisfying the assumptions of Theorem
2.1, we have
|
T
0
F(T&u) L&1(STr K)(u) du= :
0*nT
F(T&*n).
Therefore, the distribution L&1(STr K)(u) is positive, by which we mean if
f is a positive function, the above integral is positive and increasing in T.
Proof. Directly from Theorem 8.1 (p. 73) and Theorem 12.1(a) (p. 91)
of [Wi], we have
NS, M( f )(T)=
1
2?i |
a+i
a&i
L( f )(z) STrM K(z) eTz
dz
z
=|
T
0
F(T&u) L&1(STr K(t))(u) du
and, by Proposition 4.1 and the definition of the Laplace transform,
|
T
0
F(T&u) L&1(STr K(t))(u) du= :
0*nT
F(T&*n),
as asserted. Since f is positive, F is positive and increasing, from which the
result follows. K
Lemma 4.3. For any T>0 and w0, we have
Nw(T )
1
w+1
Nw+1(T+=)&Nw+1(T )
=
Nw(T+=).
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2, the function NM, w(T ) is a monotone for any
w0. With this, both inequalities follow from the mean value theorem. K
Remark 4.4. In the non-compact case, Lemma 4.3 will require modifica-
tion since, as we will see, the associated weighted counting function need not
be monotone increasing.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact hyper-
bolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to the non-compact
hyperbolic surface M0 . Then for any w0, and T14, we have
Nw(T )tcw(T ) :
DH(1l )
log(1lk).
Proof. For fixed w>12, T14, and l>0, consider the function
hw, l (T )=
Nw(T )
 log(1lk)
.
From the inequality in Lemma 4.3, we have
1
w+1
hw+1(T+=)&hh+1(T )
=
hw, l (T+=).
Now let l  0 and use Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2(b), and Remark 3.5 to get
1
w+1
cw+1(T+=)&cw+1(T)
=
lim inf
l  0
hw, l (T+=).
The right hand side is a decreasing function in =, hence is continuous
almost everywhere. Therefore, if we let =  0, we get the inequality
1
w+1
dcw+1
dT
(T)lim inf
l  0
hw, l (T)
for almost all T. Similarly, we have, for almost all T
lim sup
l  0
hw, l (T)
1
w+1
dcw+1
dT
(T).
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Upon combining, we get the inequality
lim sup
l  0
hw, l (T )
1
w+1
dcw+1
dT
(T )lim inf
l  0
hw, l (T )
which holds for almost all T. Since the reverse inequalities hold by defini-
tion, we have, for almost all T,
lim
l  0
hw, l (T)=
1
w+1
dcw+1
dT
(T)=cw(T )
As observed in Remark 3.5, the function cw(T) is continuous and
monotone, hence the above equality necessarily holds for all T.
We now have established the validity of theorem for all w>12. We can
now repeat the argument for any w0 to finish the proof. K
Remark 4.6. For other values of w32, the above analysis gives no
estimate concerning the error term in the asymptotic expansion of the
weighted counting function, unlike the work in [JiZ] which considers the
case w=0. For related remarks, see Section 6 below. However, as we shall
see in the next section, the above analysis applies to degenerating non-com-
pact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, a setting not covered by the methods of
proof in [He1], [JiZ], or [Wo]. To this end, the inequality obtained in
Lemma 4.3 will need modification in the non-compact case since the
associated weighted counting function will involve a signed measure.
When considering T<14 as in Corollary 3.3, the proof of Theorem 4.5
does apply to prove the following result.
Corollary 4.7. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of compact hyper-
bolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to the non-compact
hyperbolic surface M0 . If w>0 and T<14, then we have the limit
lim
l  0
NMl , w(T )=NM0 , w(T ).
If T<14 is not an eigenvalue of the Laplacian on the limit surface, then we
have the limit
lim
l  0
NMl , 0(T )=NM0 , 0(T ).
With Corollary 4.7, we obtain many of the results of [CC].
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5. COUNTING FUNCTIONS FOR 0w32:
NON-COMPACT CASE
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 4.5 in the case Ml is a
degenerating family of non-compact surfaces. The method of proof is
similar to that of Section 4. That is, we shall first quote the Selberg trace
formula to get a spectral interpretation of the regularized heat trace. This
will allow us to define the spectral counting function for a non-compact
surface whenever w0. After this, we shall prove a positivity result
associated to the regularized heat trace. After this, the argument of
Theorem 4.5 will apply in the non-compact case.
From p. 313 of [He3], we have the following spectral interpretation of
the regularized heat trace.
Proposition 5.1. If M is a non-compact surface with p>0 cusps, then
the regularized heat trace has the spectral realization
STr KM(t)= :
C(M)
e&*nt&
1
4? |

&
e&(r2+14) t,$,(12+ir) dr
+
p
2? |

&
e&(r2+14) t1 $1(1+ir) dr
&
1
4
( p&Tr 8(12)) e&t4+
p log2
- 4?t
e&t4,
where C(M) denotes the ( possibly finite) set of eigenvalues corresponding to
L2 eigenfunctions on M, and ,(s) is the determinant of the scattering matrix
8(s).
From Proposition 5.1, we have that the inverse Laplace transform which
defines the weighted counting function converges for all w>0. From the
differential equation
d
dT
NM, w+1(T )=(w+1) NM, w(T),
we can define the weighted counting function for all w0.
Remark 5.2. It is a straightforward exercise to express the counting
function NM, w(T) as we define in terms of the spectral data given in
Proposition 5.1. Specifically, if M is non-compact and T>14, then we
have the expression
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NM, w(T )= :
*nT
(T&*n)w
&
1
4? |
(T&14)12
&(T&14)12
(T&14&r2)w ,$,(12+ir) dr
+
p
2? |
(T&14)12
&(T&14)12
(T&14&r2)w 1 $1(1+ir) dr
&
1
4
( p&Tr 8(12))(T&14)w
+
p(log 2) 1(w+1)
- 4? 1(w+32)
(T&14)w+12.
If T<14, then the mechanism of the inverse Laplace transform is such
that we have
NM, w(T )= :
*nT
(T&*n)w.
As we shall see in the proof of Theorem 5.5, the only factors which
significantly contribute to NM, w(T) are those factors involving the eigen-
values C(M) and the scattering determinant ,.
From pp. 7274 and 160161 of [He3], specifically line (12.4) and
Proposition 12.7, we have the following result.
Lemma 5.3. Let [sk], with k ranging from 1 to N, be the set of numbers
for which 12sk1 and sk(1&sk)=*k14 is a non-cuspidal eigenvalue
of the Laplacian on M. Then there is a constant qM>0 such that for all r,
&,$,(12+ir)& :
N
k=1
1&2sk
(sk&12)2+r2
&2 log qM0.
Remark 5.4. As on p. 160 of [He3], the constant qM can be described
as follows. The scattering determinant can be written as
,(s)=\?
&(s&12)1(s&12)
?&s1(s) +
p
L(s),
where
L(s)=:
q
c(q)
qs
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for some set of positive numbers [q] tending to infinity and c(q){0. Then
by combining the lines (12.3) on p. 160, (12.8) on p. 166, and the proof of
Proposition 12.7 on p. 161 from [He3], we have
log qM=inf
q
log q;
see also p. 16 of [S2] as well as pp. 299 and 302, equation (3.44), of [He3].
Of course, once we have the validity of Lemma 5.3 for one value of qM , the
inequality holds when replacing qM by any smaller, positive number. As
remarked on p. 16 of [S2], qM1, thus Lemma 5.3 yields the inequality
&,$,(12+ir)& :
N
k=1
1&2sk
(sk&12)2+r2
2 log qM0,
which will be used below.
We now can argue as in the compact setting of the previous section and
obtain the lead term asymptotics of the spectral counting function for
degenerating families of non-compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces.
Theorem 5.5. Let Ml denote a degenerating family of non-compact
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converses to the non-
compact hyperbolic surface M0 . Then for any w0, and T14, we have
NMl , w(T)tcw(T ) :
DH(1l )
log(1lk).
Equivalently, we have the following statement. For any non-compact surface
M, let
STr@KM(t)= :
C(M)
e&*nt&
1
4? |

&
e&(r2+14) t,$,(12+ir) dr.
Define the distribution
&M(u)=L&1( STr@KM)(u)
and, for w0, set
NM, w@(T )=|
T
0
(T&u)w &M(u) du= :
*nT
(T&*n)w
&
1
4? |
(T&14)12
&(T&14)12
(T&14&r2)w ,$,(12+ir) dr.
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Then
NMl , w@(T)tcw(T ) :
DH(1l )
log(1lk).
Proof. In the notation of Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.3, let us write
the regularized heat trace for any non-compact surface M as
STr KM(t)= gM, 1(t)+ gM, 2(t)+ gM, 3(t),
where:
gM, 1(t)= :
C(M)
e&*nt&
1
4? |

&
e&(r2+14) t,$,(12+ir) dr
& :
N
k=1
|

&
e&(r2+14) t
(1&2sk)
4?[(sk&12)2+r2]
dr;
gM, 2(t)= :
N
k=1
|

&
e&(r2+14) t
(1&2sk) dr
4?[(sk&12)2+r2]
;
gM, 3(t)=
p
2? |

&
e&(r2+14) t1 $1(1+ir) dr
&
1
4
( p&Tr 8(12)) e&t4+
p log 2
- 4?t
e&t4.
Let
IM, j (T ; w)=|
T
0
(T&u)w L&1(gM, j)(u) du for j=1, 2, 3.
With this notation, we can write the counting function NMl , w(T ) as
NMl , w(T )=IMl , 1(T ; w)+IMl , 2(T ; w)+IMl , 3(T ; w),
as well as having the expression
NMl , w@(T )=IMl , 1(T ; w)+IMl , 2(T ; w).
By Lemma 5.3 and Remark 5.4, the function IM, 1(T ; w) is monotone
increasing. Since each sk # [12, 1], the function IM, 2(T ; w) is monotone
decreasing. Further, it is immediate that we have
d
dT
IM, j (T ; w+1)=(w+1) IM, j (T ; w) for j=1, 2, 3 and w>0.
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Assume w>12, T>14 is fixed, and let =>0. By the mean value
theorem and the above monotonicity statements, there exist constants
!1 , !2 # [T, T+=] such that
IMl , 1(T ; w)+IMl , 2(T+= ; w)+IMl , 3(!1 ; w)

NMl , w+1(T+=)&NMl , w+1(T )
=(w+1)
IMl , 1(T+= ; w)+IMl , 2(T ; w)+IMl , 3(!2; w).
Since |Tr(8(12))| p, the function IMl , 3(! ; w) can be bounded inde-
pendently of l. Therefore, we have the limit
lim
l  0
IMl , 3(! ; w)
 log(1lk)
=0,
hence, we immediately have the limit
lim
l  0 \
NMl , w(T )
 log(1lk)
&
NMl , w@ (T)
 log(1lk)+=0,
which proves the equivalence asserted in the statement of the theorem.
With this, we can argue as in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 to obtain the
inequalities
lim sup
l  0 \
IMl , 1(T ; w)
 log(1lk)
+
IMl , 2(T+= ; w)
 log(1lk) +

1
w+1
cw+1(T+=)&cw+1(T )
=
lim inf
l  0 \
IMl , 1(T+= ; w)
 log(1lk)
+
IMl , 2(T ; w)
 log(1lk)+ .
If =  0 with =>0, then the lower bound is monotone increasing, and the
upper bound is monotone decreasing, since the bounds are limits of
monotone functions. Therefore, the upper and lower bounds are con-
tinuous almost everywhere; that is, for almost all T, we have
lim sup
l  0 \
IMl , 1(T ; w)
 log(1lk)
+
IMl , 2(T ; w)
 log(1lk)+

1
w+1
dcw+1
dT
(T)lim inf
l  0 \
IMl , 1(T ; w)
 log(1lk)
+
IMl , 2(T ; w)
 log(1lk)+ .
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Since
NMl , w@(T )=IMl , 1(T ; w)+IMl , 2(T ; w),
we have shown
lim sup
l  0 \
NMl , w@(T )
 log(1lk)+
1
w+1
dcw+1
dT
(T )
lim inf
l  0 \
NMl , w@(T )
 log(1lk)+ .
The reverse inequalities are trivial. Therefore, we have, for almost all T, the
existence of the following limit, and the equality
lim
l  0 \
NMl , w@(T)
 log(1lk)+=
1
w+1
dcw+1
dT
(T )=cw(T).
Finally, because the function cw(T ) is continuous and monotone increasing
in T, the equality necessarily holds for all T.
Having proved the stated theorem for w>12, we can repeat the argu-
ment for any w0, which completes the proof of the theorem. K
Remark 5.6. By Theorem 5.5, the analogue of Corollary 3.3 and
Corollary 4.7 hold in the non-compact setting.
Remark 5.7. As pointed out by the referee, certain aspects of the results
obtained in Section 5 could be established by using a trivial bound of the
form O(1) for gMl , 2(t), which holds because the number of the small eigen-
values can be uniformly bounded in terms of the signature of any element
in the underlying family of Riemann surfaces. We choose to include the
term IMl , 2(T ; w) in our proof of Theorem 5.5 so that our proof utilizes
monotonicity aspects of the functions IMl , j (T ; w), so then the proof of
Theorem 5.5 is structurally similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5.
6. IMPROVED ERROR TERMS FOR 0w32
It is seems plausible that one could improve the error term in the
asymptotic behavior of the counting functions NMl , w(T) for w32 by
using arguments as above together with the complication that = approaches
zero at a rate which depends on l. However, it appears that such results
would require one to improve the implied error term in Theorem 1.5(a),
which would in turn improve the implied error term in Theorem 3.1. Let
us briefly discuss how such results can be obtained in the compact setting;
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in the non-compact setting, one must use the same care which was used in
the proof of Theorem 5.5.
Assume that for w>12 and T>14, one has the expansion
NMl , w+1(T )=Gl, w+1(T)+NM0 , w+1(T )+O( f (l )) as l  0,
where f (l ) is a function which approaches zero as l approaches zero. We
can argue as in Section 4 to get the upper bound
(w+1) NMl , w(T )
NM0 , w+1(T+=)&NM0 , w+1(T )
=
+
Gl, w+1(T+=)&Gl, w+1(T)
=
+O( f (l )=(l )).
By the mean value theorem, we can write
NMl , w(T)NM0 , w(T )+=(l )
d
dT
NM0 , w(!1)
+Gl, w(T )+=(l )
d
dT
Gl, w(!2)+O( f (l )=(l ))
for some !1 , !2 # [T, T+=]. By similar computations, we get
NMl , w(T)NM0 , w(T )+=(l )
d
dT
NM0 , w(!3)
+Gl, w(T )+=(l )
d
dT
Gl, w(!4)+O( f (l )=(l ))
for some !3 , !4 # [T&=, T]. Theorem 3.2 now applies. In the end, we have
the asymptotic formula
NMl , w(T)=NM0 , w(T )+Gl, w(T)+O \=(l ) : log(1lk)+
+O( f (l )=(l )).
We seek to let ===(l) approach zero so that the maximum of the above
error terms is minimized. Inductively, one then is able to successively
improve the errors for w>12 and then for w0. Detailed investigation
into the error term in Theorem 1.5(a) will be considered elsewhere.
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Remark 6.1. The following computation which optimizes the choices of
variables in the above discussion was shown to the second named author
(J. J.) by Dennis Hejhal [He4]. If we first take
w=1 and ==\ :DH(1l ) log(1lk)+
&12
,
then the above remarks combine with Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2,
which show that one has f (l )=1, to prove
NMl , 1(T )=c1(T) :
DH(1l )
log(1lk)+O \\ :DH(1l) log(1lk)+
12
+ .
With this result, we now repeat the above argument, this time with
w=0 and ==\ :DH(1l ) log(1lk)+
&14
,
to prove
NMl , 0(T )=c0(T) :
DH(1l )
log(1lk)+O \\ :DH(1l) log(1lk)+
34
+ .
If Ml is a degenerating family of compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces,
then the above argument yields some information concerning the error
term which is an improvement over results in [He1] but is weaker than the
main theorem in [JiZ]. If Ml is a degenerating family of non-compact
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, then the above argument improves Theorem
5.5, a setting where the methods used in [He1], [JiZ], and [Wo] do not
apply. Finally, as discussed above, any improvement in estimates which
strengthen the bound f (l ) will improve the error terms in the asymptotics
of the spectral counting functions.
Remark 6.2. In this paper, we considered degenerating hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces, so the groups under consideration did not contain ellip-
tic elements. By similar methods, we can address the problem of counting
functions associated to the spectral theory of degenerating discrete groups
with a fixed set of elliptic elements. In a related question, the spectral
asymptotics for degenerating groups with elliptic elements of increasing
order, analogous to the results in [JL2], will be presented elsewhere (see
[JL5]).
Remark 6.3. Results similiar to those obtained in this article have been
established in the setting of degenerating hyperbolic three manifolds of
finite volume; see [DJ1] and [DJ2].
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